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ABIDJAN--2007
We leave Accra for Abidjan and arrive in Port Bouët, where Evariste lives with his mother, wife, and children.  
Top, left, we walk on the beach with Evariste and his daughter, Grace.  Top, right:  Evariste, his wife Yavo Amon 
Catherine, and their youngest, Thomas William.  Middle, left:  Evariste’s mom, Pého Thérèse with Thomas Wil-
liam. Right, Grace and her friend in front of a grocery stand in Port Bouët.

YAMOUSSOUKRO

The day after our arrival we hit the road and arrive in Yamoussoukro, the nation’s capital, where we visit 
the Basilica of Our Lady of Peace as well as the lakes near the basilica and surrounding the presidental 
palace.  Bottom, right:  lotuses cover much of the lake’s surface.  
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BROGUHE

Broguhe is located not far from Daloa, on the road to Man.  We started with a gift ceremony.  Left, doz-
ens of machettes.  We average about $400 of tools per village.  Right, the chief and I.  

It takes at least three hours to go from Yamoussoukro to Daloa.  We arrived in the evening and cele-
brated with a good meal of Chawarma in the local Moroccan restaurant. 

Above, a crocodile who lives in the lake next to 
the presidential palace.  Right, I don’t know their 
ethnicity, but they sure are good looking.
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Top two pictures:  Kate tries balancing with a modicum of success.  Below, left:  Evariste and the chief 
show the age of the old borehole pump.  Such wells cost at least $20,000, and the hardware (pipes and 
pump) eventually rust.  The following year,  we paid for the construction of a traditional well which 
costs a lot less--only $3,500.  Traditional wells last fewer years and draw only on the upper layers of the 
water table, where the water is of lower quality.  Boreholes can last 20 years and yield better water.   See 
the following page for a description of the traditional well that we dug for Broguhe.
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We Dig a Well for Broguhe--April, 2009

The earth of West Africa is called “laterite”.  It is rich in iron and therefore red.  They have been digging wells by 
hand for thousands of years, and so the technique is well-developed.  In this case, Drissa and Sanon dug down 30 
meters (almost 100 feet) before they encountered the water that you see in the lower right picture.  When they 
dig the hole, they put a shelf every 30 feet on which rest the rows of curved bricks.  A traditional well like this is 
dangerous for children.  That’s why they are supposed to install a metal door over it (top, right).  
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BATTEGUEDEA

We began our visit with a forum on the situation of the cocoa farmers.  They are, according to the partic-
ipants, fatalistic;  they know that the world of chocolate lovers willfully ignores their predicament while 
savoring their chocolate bars.  In addition, the farmers know that their government is overwhelme with 
problems and that corruption saps the life out of any governmental efforts, whatever they may be.    

Below, right:  the farmers earn so little that they are unable to buy the insecticides needed to prevent the 
attack of myrids.   It’s really a Catch-22 situation:  lack of chemicals reduces yield but lack of yield pre-
vents earning sufficient funds to buy the chemicals.
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KAVOKIVA

Left, a woman takes water from a traditional well.  Often this water is contaminated by fecal matter because most 
people do not have toilets or latrines and the contaminated water permeates to the water table.  Diarrhea, caused 
by contaminated water, is a second only to malaria in infant mortality.  To the right:  this man is demonstrating 
how to use a slingshot to hunt monkeys, squirrels, and other small forest creatures, or to square birds away from 
the rice.  

Left:  we visit our friends at Kavokiva.  Right, Kate with Eugénie, whom we had visited 3 years prior in 
2004.  
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GBETITAPEA

This village is located between Issia and Daloa on the A5.  Its commerce is 100% tourism.  It seems that 
at the beginning of the 20th century, the French expected under guise of their forced labor campaign that 
all men had to work for the state without payment for several days per month.  So, a certain doctor who 
practiced African herbal medicine developed a potion that would convert all the men in his family into 
monkeys.  They were able to avoid the work, but the doctor neglected to develop a potion to convert the 
moneys back.   So, the dozens of monkeys in the forest next to the village are actually descendants of this 
family.  You, the tourist, are obliged to stop and give the monkeys bananas.  For the laughable sum of 5,000 
FCFA ($10), people in the village will provide you with bananas that you can feed to the humans, er mon-
keys.  Of course, you can also eat one or two.  And then somebody is surely going to tell you the story!
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DEPA
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Models made from the heart of the stem of palm leaves.  
Above, the model of a car whose doors even open.  Left, 
the village chief, Justin Dédé shows off a trophy de-
signed for the future winning team of a soccer match.  
Below, left:  Mark is a capable stilt-walker.  Below, left:  a 
mother with her beautiful girls.
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We donated to the village $400 of tools and t-shirts and also a WC/shower costing $2,500.  
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Views of daily life.  Above, left:  plastic basins are quite useful.  Right, corn fritters for sale in the mar-
ket.  Middle, left:  a young goat destined for the back of our car--next to Stan!  Middle, right:  a woman  
winnows rice much to the chickens’ enjoyment.  Bottom, left:  the mask dance.  Bottom, right:  Depa’s 
borehole well.
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Above, left:  the retired chief of the village.   
Below, left:  the chief ’s wife.  Above, right:  the 
current chief (Justin Dédé), his wife, and Kate 
Montgomery.  Middle, right:  the chief with 
his wife and Stan. Below, right:  children of 
Depa.
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Even if one is poor, life can be full of joy.  As long as there 
is no war and the climate remains stable.  
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ZEREGUHE

The young man is back from the rice fields, hav-
ing also cut twigs for use as toothbrushes.

A choice morsel of boiled manioc.

Aphrodite dances.

Pezoan, Depa and Zereguhe are located along the 
A5 in Southeast Ivory Coast. 
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As with Depa, we donated machettes, t-shirts, and  a WC-shower to the village of Zereguhe.  In 
my honor, the village gave me first rights.

Women do the cooking.  Left, this woman prepares cassava for a yummy batch of foutou.  Right, 
this woman is carrying a pot of marvelous African rice.
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Top, left:  children are interested in our car.  Right:  
mother and daughter.  Left:  a young woman and 
her hair extensions.
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PEZOAN

We visited Pezoan, which is between Depa and Issia (see map).  Just as with Depa and Zereguhe, we donated 
boots and machetes to the village.

On the following page:  Top, left:  M. Guinea Tape Francois, chief of Pezoan.  Top, right:  the president of the 
women.  Middle:  the chief presents me with a hen, which he passes around my waist in order to show friend-
ship.  Bottom, left:  the chief and I hug.  Bottom, right:  the chief and I cross “swords.”
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SAF CACAO

This year, we visited Saf-Cacao once again.  This time, Mr. Ali Lakiss received us in his office (top, left).  
After our meeting, we visited his warehouse.  Top,right:  I watch a “Big Bag” being filled;  it holds the same 
quantity as 20 regular jute bags which come in 50 Kg and 90 Kg sizes.  Middle, left:  an employee removes a 
sample for inspection in the laboratory.  Middle, right:  a beauficully fermented bean.  Lower, left:  a moldy 
bean.  Lower, right:  the cut test.    Saf-Cacao went bankrupt in  2018:  https://www.jeuneafrique.com/
mag/626253/economie/agroalimentaire-pourquoi-la-faillite-de-saf-cacao-va-secouer-la-cote-divoire/
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HEVEA

KEDESCH Gathering the rubber tree seeds that drop on the 
ground in order to plant more.

We visited Kedesch for the third times.  Top, left:  Dr. Joseph Brou, the founder of Kedesch.  Right, we chat 
with the leaders of the organization and we eat a very good meal.  Bottom, left:  the kitchen in which our meal 
was prepared. You can see sheafs of rice stacked up behind the bulkhead on the right.  Bottom, right:  a woman 
shows an old clay vessel predating the metal and plastic ones.   It is of course quite heavy. 
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Top, left:  removing the palm fruits from their clusters before boiling and pressing to extract oil.  Right, a vine 
grows on the roof of a house;  it keeps the interior cool.  Middle, left:  mud bricks dissolve easily in the rain be-
cause they are not hardened by firing in a kiln.  Middle, right:  sesame must be dried before removing from the 
pods.  Bottom, left:  a child playing in Dr. Brou’s house.  Right:  we stop at a “garage” to have our tires inflated.
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Kedsch specializes in education.  Top, left:  a primary school built by Kedesch.  Right, a classroom.  Bottom, 
left:  a desk that often must accomodate four students.  Right, middle and bottom:  a new school for teaching 
skills.  It is being built thanks to a donation by Spash Café of Pismo Beach.  Thanks, Joanne and Ross Currie!
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Rice, rice everwhere!  Top, left:  rice that is ready to be 
pounded and winnowed.  Top, right:  rice drying un-
der the sun.  Bottom, left:  cooking rice.  Bottom, right:  
more rice drying. 
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The Chief of Dawayo-Chantier
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DAWAYO CHANTIER

We visited Dawayo-Chantier, which is not far from Galebre.  Dawayo is the name of the village on the Gagnoa 
road.  Dawayo Chantier is achieved after 15 minutes on a bad road projecting out into the bush.  It was estab-
lished when the French built a sawmill there to fabricate construction wood, framing wood, and furniture wood.  
Today, France is one of the biggest importers of wood from Congo and Cameroon;  now that there is less than 
10% of the original forests remaining in Côte d’Ivoire, very little of it is exported to France.  Therefore, a village 
like Dawayo-Chantier has no employment left in the milling industry and most of the adults now dedicate them-
selves to cooa, coffee and rice.  Above, a picture of the old school.  Two years after its construction, the termites 
have eaten much of it.  So, the town built the mud-brick school (above).  But they ran out of funds to add a roof, 
which protects the bricks from the rain. It’s the reason for our visit.  Stan Thompson (in the photo), died one 
month after our return to the US.  His friends wanted to do something in his memory, so they asked me if I had 
any projects that they could fund.  I suggested a roof for this school.  Together, we did a fundraiser in his name 
and I was able to send $4,000 to build the roof. 
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Top, left:  cocoa beans drying.  They have a good color and so are probably well fermented.  Top, right:  corn 
drying  I cannot tell what is drying next to it.  Below, more corn drying.  

In the U.S.A., 40% of corn is converted into ethanol for adding to gasoline;  36% is used as feed for beef cattle, 
hens, and chickens, and pigs.  17% is exported.  The rest is use by the food industry.  Brazil is now the biggest 
exporter of corn on Planet Earth;  its plantings are located on former jungle.  Corn is contributing significantly 
to Global Warming.  It’s a similar story for soybeans, although 90% of them go to feed animals. 

Corn in Côte d’Ivoire is produced and consumed locally.
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Above one of the excellent photos taken by Stan Thompson.  I will always cherish his 
memory.  Stan was a marvellous journalist.  He loved humans despite their foibles.  He 
was curious and he rarely sat in judgment.   To your memory, dear Stan!!
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